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the architectural association (AA)

AA Visiting school

Founded in 1847, The Architectural Association is the UK’s oldest and only private school of
architecture, and has for decades been recognized as an influential world-wide leader in
architectural education. AA School graduates are the recipients of numerous prizes including
Pritzker Prizes, RIBA Gold Medal & Stirling Awards, amongst other awards. The AA School is the
world’s most international school of architecture, with full-time students joining the AA from more
than fifty home countries each year. The AA Public Programme each year organizes one of the
world’s largest public programmes dedicated to contemporary architectural culture, presented at
the AA and other venues and including dozens of visiting architects, artists, exhibitions, symposia
and other events open to a public audience as well as 3,000 AA members world-wide.

The Visiting School is an extension to and embodiment of the AA School’s ‘unit system’ of teaching
and learning architecture. The hallmark of this model is the delivery of distinctive, highly focused
design agendas by talented teachers who lead a small, collaborative group of students, architects
and other creative people in the development of projects. The AAVS is similarly about learning,
exploring, collaborating and experimenting with a diverse group of international partners –
schools, cultural institutions, local teachers and practitioners – in order to reimagine the shape,
form and expectations of architectural education. The visiting school has held 100+ programmes
with 4000+ participants across all continents.

The Martian with Matt Damon, filmed in Wadi Rum, Jordan | © 2016 Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment LLC.
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EXTRATERRESTRIAL INTERVENTIONS
about|features
- 10 Day Summer AA Programme
- Cutting-Edge Design Tools
- Distinct Context and Site Travel
- Guest Lecture Series - World-Renown Guests
- International Instructors - Academia & Practice
- Novel Agenda and Methods
- Diverse Group of Participants
- Exhibition and Publication of Outcomes
- Networking Opportunities
- Credential for graduate studies and career
- Certificate upon programme completion

agenda
The Wadi Rum Desert, located at the southern
edge of Jordan encapsulates the utmost
outstanding resemblance of an ecology on
Earth to Planet Mars.

Throughout the design-research workshop,
participants will investigate design concepts
for potential interventions within the Martian
landscape, speculating on design that derives
from research into the natural ecology of
Mars; further aided by a research visit to Wadi
Rum – to serve as a proving ground. The
programme will focus on utilizing algorithmic
and computational design methods,
unveiling novel potentials in design at an
array of different scales from the material,
architectural to the urban.
The ten-day programme will bring together a
network of distinguished international faculty
and guests to offer design-research units,
specialist software tutorials and a guestlecture series; the programme will be primarily
based in Amman, and will include an exclusive
visit to the UNESCO protected world-heritage
site of the Wadi Rum desert.

Rows 1-10: Wadi Rum Desert Landscapes - Various Sources
Rows 11-21: Martian Landscapes - © NASA - JPL Caltech - Univ. of Arizona

format

methods

The programme faculty will equip participants with technical knowledge
of cutting-edge computational design technology, which utilizes visual
programming, algorithmic design and advanced environmental simulations
and analysis. Simultaneously, a progressive design mind-set will be established
through research and investigation into material sciences, evolutionary
computation, digital fabrication and additive manufacturing. Design concepts
will be complemented by fabrication experiments and performance simulations
that can provide a feedback loop to the design process.

The programme is based in the capital city Amman, and includes a two-day visit to Wadi Rum and Petra.
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faculty team

Director:
Kais Al-Rawi; Architectural Association
Faculty:
Julia Koerner; UCLA AUD, JK Design Gmbh
Vincenzo Reale; Arup Building Structures, London
Kais Al-Rawi; Walter P Moore, Los Angeles
Filippo Nassetti; Zaha Hadid Architects, London
Rana Zureikat; Avantgarde Architects, Abu Dhabi
Marie Boltenstern; Boltenstern, Vienna / Berlin
Mohammad Makkouk; Laceco, Beirut

guests
2017:
Rob Mueller, Guest Speaker | NASA Kennedy Space Center, Florida
Full Guests to be announced.

The AA Visiting School in Jordan faculty are specialists in computational design across several platforms, scales and
methodologies. They are professionals and academics who operate within Architecture, Urban Design and Urban
Planning, Industrial Design, Fashion Design, Jewelry Design and Interior Design.
They work on projects internationally, exhibit and publish extensively, they also lecture and teach in world-renown
instutions such as the AA, UCL Bartlett, UCLA amongst others. The faculty team are based in international design
centric cities such as Los Angeles, London, Vienna, Berlin, Abu Dhabi, Beirut and Amman. A selection of their broad
range of works is features in the images below.

2014:
Ross Lovegrove, Keynote Speaker | Ross Lovegrove Studio, London
Julia Koerner, Guest Speaker | JK Design Gmbh, Los Angeles,
Giorgia Cesaro, Guest Speaker | UNESCO, Amman
Wael Attili, Guest Speaker | Kharabeesh, Amman
2015:
Ben Aranda, Keynote Speaker | Aranda Lasch, New York
Vincenzo Reale, Guest Speaker | Arup, London
Yassmin Khasawneh, Guest Speaker | ICD ITKE, Stuttgart
Laura Whitehurst, Guest Speaker | Walter P Moore, San Francisco
2016:
Mark Foster Gage, Keynote Speaker | MFGA & Yale University, New York
Filippo Nassetti, Guest Speaker | Zaha Hadid Architects, London
Abeer Seikaly, Guest Speaker | Amman Design Week, Amman
Dr. Ali Al-Sawalmih, Guest Speaker | University of Jordan Marine Physics, Aqaba

past aa visiting school jordan projects

2016 Project - Organic Figuratives - Instructors: Julia Koerner & Kais Al-Rawi
Participants: Hasan Atamish ; Hidaya Budair ; Sara Dsouki
The project above illustrates the development of a floating architectural intervention in the Red Sea to nurture sustainable coral growth and
an experiential platform for snorkelling and diving. The resultant design and morphology derived from design-research into leather corals,

2015 Project - Polymorphic Variation - Instructors: Vincenzo Reale & Marie Boltenstern
Participants: Joy Georgi ; Hidaya Budair ; Rasha Al-Shami
This subsequent project speculates on the design of domed structure for a spa in the therapeutic Dead Sea region, the developed dome
geometry is emergent of research into crystalline salt structures found in the Dead Sea, interpreted to a geometry which was scripted and
iterated with an evolutionary algorithm for optimal light and structural efficiency.

2014 Project - Interlocking Synthesis - Instructors: Julia Koerner & Kais Al-Rawi
Participants: Sarah AlQalawi ; Suha AlSalamain ; Yasmin AlQasrawi
The above project references phenomena found in rock formations and strata in the Wadi Rum desert, transfigured into an inter-locking
structural kit of parts, which can form endless combinations of unique and efficient spatial organizations.

catalogue of past works

register

THE EXPERIENCE

You can register online through the link on our website (www.aavsjo.com) by June 1st 2017
The AA Visiting School in Jordan requires a fee of 895 GBP (british pounds). Spaces are Limited and the course is
typically over-subscribed. Participants receive a certificate from the AA at completion of the course.
The course fees includes access to core workshop events:
-design studio units
-specialist software seminars
-lecture series and guest programme
-one year of AA visiting membership
The course fees also include:
Two-day trip to Wadi Rum and Petra including:
-Transportation
-Accommodation in a serviced bedioun camp the Wadi Rum Desert
-Entrance Fees to Wadi Rum and Petra
-Excursions to explore Wadi Rum desert UNESCO protected area.
We accept a diverse range of participants with interest and expertise in Architecture, Engineering, Art and Design
disciplines. The programme is open to professionals as well as students at undergraduate and graduate levels, in
addition to PhD candidates.
Past participants in the last 3 years have come from 24+ countries with varying educational and professional
backgrounds.
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For International participants visiting Jordan to attend the course can choose, we have arranged discounted shared
hotel rooms with other participants at 'Antika Hotel' nearby our venue. The rate for stay in a twin room from 06/30 to
07/11 is 225 Jordanian Dinars total for all 10 nights, including breakfast, wifi, taxes and services.
Any inquiries on the programme can be directed to JORDAN@AASCHOOL.AC.UK
The AA Visiting School in Jordan is proudly hosted and supported by the School of Architecture & Built
Environment (SABE) at the German Jordanian University (GJU).

Facebook.com/AASchoolJordan

AAVSJO

http://jordan.aaschool.ac.uk
jordan@aaschool.ac.uk
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